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SETTING THE STAGE FOR NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION POLICY TO THE
YEAR 2020:

The Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation
Assistance Act of 1987

Abstract

Not widely known to the public policy community outside
transportation is the fact that the Interstate Highway System is
almost finished. By 1992, if all goes as planned, the United
States will have a completed, fully mature Interstate transporta-
tion system. Even less known is the fact that federal gas taxes
could be extended, thus revenues would continue to "roll" in.

So large a "pot of gold" is enormous temptation. It
tantalizes other underfunded public services, that may mistakenly
believe surface transportation has had its day. In part
anticipating a "raid," the surface transportation technical
community is developing a coalition, the "2020 Plan," to build a
consensus similar to the pre-Interstate era (1955-56). 
successful, future surface transportation needs will continue to
be funded by gas tax revenues from the highway trust fund.

On what should the funds be spent?

* existing surface highway and urban mass transportation
system repair, restoration, and minor additions?

* major new highway/urban mass transportation construction
and operation?

* identifying, designing and building a new transport
system, yet to be selected?

Discussion at this preliminary stage is exploratory and
growing. By no means has a consensus been developed, but vast
needs have been identified.

To more fully understand how we got, legislatively, to this
point, research focuses on a critical piece of transition
legislation, the Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation
Assistance Act of 1987. The statute concludes an era beginning
with the Interstate System in 1956 and redirected by the Surface
Transportation Assistance Act of 1982. It clearly sets the stage
for policy issue debates in 1992 and beyond to 2020. Research
compares the three important statutes by selected major factors
affecting each period of congressional debate, and relevance to
fundamental program goals. A goal framework is suggested for
considering future transportation legislation.
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SETTING THE STAGE FOR NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION POLICY TO THE
YEAR 2020:

The Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation
Assistance Act of 1987

Introduction

In the domestic arena of public policy and administration,

the American public rarely sees basic choices on complex subjects.

Thanks to the Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation

Assistance Act of 1987 (STURAA), the country may be facing such 

moment in 1992. Not since the Interstate System concept became

federal law in 1956 has so clear a public works decision point been

reached.

Upon anticipated completion of the system in 1992, an

estimated $121.9 billion ($108.3 billion federal) will have

constructed 42,904 miles. 1 Assuming the trust fund exists for

another thirty-two years (1988 to 2020), an amount exceeding $10

billion a year 2 ($320 billion total) may be generated.

Many interest groups may look covetously at that income stream

and fantasize: "What if...?" To the transportation community, it

is a very large sum. In comparison to other major claims on the

federal tax dollar (defense, space exploration, infrastructure,

social security and health entitlements, education, agricultural

subsidies, bank bailouts, energy and environment, national debt,

annual deficits and debt service), it is a small but nonetheless

desirable piece of change.3

The very nature of future public discussion and debate may be



recast.

on:

Should the nation spend its federal gas tax trust funds

maintaining the existing highway and mass trans-
portation systems?

building more urban mass transportation systems?

identifying, designing and installing a new
transportation technology system? or,

diverting some of the cash stream to other non-
transportation public needs?

Given current trends, it is the belief of this study that

technical transportation internalities will have far less to do

with the transportation public policy decision-making process than

the above externalities. Thus to a large extent, surface

transportation may serve unintentionally as a lightning rod for

public discussion about the sanctity of transportation trust funds.

Non-transportation public policy forces just might successfully

"borrow" or "share" reserved trust funds.

Debate over the STURAA offers a sample of what might occur

when only some of the externalities 4 come into play. To many

observers, future major public policy decisions will quite likely

be even more intense.

Consider the STURRA when President Reagan "went to the mat"

for the veto override. On April 2, 1987, he might have said to

Congress, "Vote for the veto, vote for the veto, my presidency for

the veto." One does not normally expect surface transportation



legislation to offer such high drama for the nation -- threats of

vetoes, intensive personal presidential lobbying on the Hill, press

corps "helicopter" questions at every stop, more badgering

questions after each speech regardless of the official subject,

veto, and congressional override of the veto.

What turned the spotlight of media attention on the latest in

a series of surface transportation legislation starting with the

Interstate System in 1956? 5 Until the late 1970’s/early 1980’s,

transportation legislation was not highly visible. But in 1978 and

1979 commercial aviation, and in 1980 motor carriers and railroads

were deregulated. 6 In 1981 an air traffic controller strike seized

the public’s attention. In 1982-83 the nation’s infrastructure was

recognized in dire need of vast capital infusions and a larger,

newly trained professional cadre to replace retirements.7 After

lively debate in 1982 about job creation, tapping the federal

highway trust fund for urban mass transportation programs, and

increasing the gas tax, the Surface Transportation Assistance Act

of 1982 (STAA) was passed. 8 Ocean shipping was modified too,

though a secure formula for federal port and inland waterway

dredging remained elusive.9

With these major "sea-changes" in mind and an eye on future

debate in the post-Interstate era, this study examines the STURAA

in comparison to its predecessors. The focus is upon the surface

transportation, and not the relocation, elements. The Federal-aid

Highway (and Interstate Defense Highway System) Act (1956) and 

STAA (1982) are reviewed in terms of:



* basic profile of each statute;

* a snapshot of key macro indicators during
periods of major surface transportation
legislation debate and passage;

* probable impacts of public policy issues
during debate and passage of major surface
transportation legislation.

Then, based upon historical review, two structural concerns

will be explored:

* what will be our frame-of-reference for
considering public policy issues and decisions,
when the STURAA expires in 1992?

* what public policy approaches might be
effective in building coalitions to help
avoid internecine warfare over a trust fund
that may no longer be fully reserved for
transportation?

Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance
Act of 1987

After passage of the STAA, it was quickly evident that there

were insufficient funds to complete the Interstate System, fund new

urban mass transportation heavy and light rail starts, and

rehabilitate bridges and highways. These were long-term problems,

some of which such as transportation infrastructure safety, became

crises.

In 1983-1984, legislative research, hearings, and bills began

to address even more strongly the unresolved problems on which the



STAA made progress. A general consensus evolved that in order to

deal with the more distant future of surface transportation (post-

Interstate/twenty-first century), the chapter had to be closed on

current surface systems. Practicality also became paramount.I0

How do we even look at the future when current problems and needs

are real-time political concerns? External transportation forces,

political and technical, were influencing national transportation

decisions.

"In retrospect, this Administration’s support for the
Surface Transportation Assistance Act which became law
with the President’s signature just 26 months ago, was
a tragic joke.’’ ll

In 1986, after two years of effort, give and take with the

Administration, and frustrating hearings from Congress’

perspective, the proposed Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1986 died in

conference. Senate and House authors wanted to avoid another lost

legislative year. Needed projects were not started, others were

interrupted. The successor bill, H.R. 2 (S. 387), incorporated

major elements of the prior work in a complex draft, especially on

Interstate cost estimates, funding schedules and program

priorities. In addition to extensive congressional study and

reports, U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) staff analysis 

House, Senate and conference bills ran 646 pages.12

Thus almost from the beginning, Congress knew that this

legislation was designed to close the Interstate System era. Quite

intentionally, the bill meant to set the stage for the Post-



Interstate/twenty-first century era by removing as many major

issues as possible.

To better understand what the STURAA accomplished, we should

see the legislation alongside its predecessors. Table 1 profiles

the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (Interstate), the STAA (1982)

and the STURAA (1987). Note that after the 1956 statute,

subsequent highway legislation extended and funded the initial

programs.

The STAA included the first gas tax increase since program

inception, brought transit into the trust fund (rather than

general treasury funding) and had important technical changes.

Against the above backdrop, the STURAA very clearly

represented a "completion" philosophy for the short-term.

Nevertheless, funds of that scale make it a significant piece of

legislation impacting the federal budget.

How did the STURAA differ from its ancestors, the Interstate

System and STAA, in terms of the national "mood" and "big picture"?

What were important parts of the public debate? 13 Do they hold

lessons for us as we consider the post-Interstate era?

6
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Evolution of Legislation--Three Decades from Interstate Start
to Completion

To place the STAA on a thirty year scale, it is helpful to

consider the probable influence of congressional perspective, issue

impact on legislation formulation, then debate and presidential

action.

i. Congressional Perspective

A comparison of the three eras is presented in Table 2, "A

Congressional View of the Well-Being of the Country: Snapshot of

Key Indicators During Period of Major Surface Transportation

Legislation Debate and Passage." The year of passage (or closest

year given data available) for each statute is compared by seven

significant indicators:

i. population
employment
gross national product
prices
money market rates
federal budget
surface transportation operations

From Congress’ point-of-view (and an administration),

such information quickly translates into public opinion and

elections.

In 1956, the nation was still ascendant in many ways.

American economic, military, and political power was intact, after

extricating herself from the Korean War. Tremendous internal

pressures existed to serve a growing population with low-cost jobs,

i0
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housing, transportation, education, and health service. The

"American dream" seemed to be owning an automobile and a single-

family detached house, holding a college degree and a "white collar

job." Most of the new housing would be constructed outside the

central cities, thus quickly creating whole suburbs from farmland.

In short, this is a picture of a nation confident of the future,

acknowledging its responsibilities to meet the needs of a large

younger population forming families.

Highway transportation investment, long deferred by the

Depression and World War II, was perceived as an effective way to

serve some of the domestic needs over the long term. Prior to the

Interstate, federal highway funding was about one perent of the

1956 budget. The system was already strained by deterioration and

increased usage from rapidly growing automobile and truck popula-

tion. Central city transit continued to decline as costs increased

and users moved to the new suburbs.

For Congress, the national mood meant a time of optimism and

the more pleasurable politics of growth. Unemployment was low;

inflation was low, oil prices were low and stable; interest rates

were low. Furthermore, the federal budget was shifting from

defense to domestic priorities. For the first time in many years,

there was a modest budget surplus, although overall deficit

financing of the Depression, World War II and the Korean War were

still sizeable percentages of the gross national product.

The nation was on the move. To many, the future seemed

unbounded. New surface transportation policy was the way to make
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the future a reality. A long-planned (first conceived in the

1920’s) system of limited-access, high-speed roads connecting major

cities was the program. Consequently, the Interstate was a child

of an era of few national limitations.

By 1982, the country had dramatically changed from the peace

and prosperity of 1956. Many would not recognize the changes. It

was well within an era of limits and the mood was different. Many

citizens and policy makers recognized that the public sector could

not meet all the needs of a maturing nation without some sacrifice.

The recently completed Viet Nam War demonstrated the difficulty in

attempting too much. Both "guns and butter" were evidently

mutually exclusive goals.

The population had increased by 38.3 percent. Those living

in urban areas reached almost 75 percent. And, many had aged, an

increase of 86 percent. The South and the West grew at the expense

of the North East and North Central regions of the country.

Suburban cities grew in number and size as well.

Along with such dramatic demographic changes was a period of

"stag-flation" or recession. Unemployment reached almost I0 per-

cent. In the construction industry, it was even worse -- 20 per-

cent. GNP grew by nearly 8 times with the annual change in the

consumer price increase over 6 percent, after reaching 18 percent

in 1980-1981. Energy crises raised costs 15 times higher. Money

market rates werew low and stable compared to nearly 20 percent.

The federal budget grew by I0 times with the largest percentage

increases in human resources. Even though the national debt/GNP
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percentage shrank in comparison, interest due on the debt increased

by over a factor of 2. The effects of compound interest were

becoming obvious. As to be expected, surface transportation

expenditure increased over 16 times, but the administration

impounded much of the funds to offset a growing national deficit.

Accumulated balances in the highway trust fund and airport/airways

trust fund had reached $9 billion and $3.9 billion, respectively.

Surface transportation operations were under stress. In-

frastructure deterioration and still growing vehicle population

(over double) were difficult forces to overcome. The basic goal

of the Interstate System was attained: mileage grew from zero to

about 42,000. Reflecting urban growth, urban roads built rose from

zero to 134,000 miles. Lastly, central city transit system decline

was stabilized and the number of public systems increased four

times.

Most observers would more easily recognize 1987 as an

offspring of 1982. Basic trends established were continuing,

though more incrementally in the shorter time span (four years,

compared to the twenty-six from 1956-1982).

There were important exceptions. General unemployment had

dropped to under seven percent and construction to thirteen

percent. The GNP grew by 33.8 percent. Inflation decreased to

under 2 percent. Oil imported from OPEC dropped from over 73 per-

cent (1980) to almost 50 percent, and the price of a barrel 

crude had lowered by almost two-thirds. Importantly, average miles

per gallon of gasoline used by the vehicle fleet increased
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modestly. Lastly, money market rates dropped by almost one-half.

In comparison to 1982, things looked pretty good.

But, the federal budget was cause for concern -- reaching a

trillion dollars. Defense expenditures and interest expenditures

had increased while human and physical resources continued to

decline. An unexpectedly robust economy enabled the percentage of

federal expenditures/GNP to decline by one percent, while the gross

federal debt/GNP passed by the fifty percent mark.

Surface transportation expenditures were mixed. Trust fund

highway expenditures increased substantially reflecting the STAA.

General fund transit expenditures declined significantly as transit

trust fund expenditures moved from zero to $667.5 million. Despite

increased trust fund expenditures, accumulated balances increased:

highways/transit, $14 billion; airports/airways, $I0 billion. Two

thousand more miles to the Interstate were completed and the number

of operating transit systems practically doubled.

In sum, even though the nation seemed to make substantial

progress, a surface transportation program plateau was attained.

Paridoxically, such was the case just when needs were growing and

unspent funds accumulating.
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2. Issue Impact on Le$islation

A comparison of the preceding legislative eras in terms of

probable issue impact is presented in Table 3, "Major Public Policy

Issues During Debate and Passage of Surface Transportation

Legislation." Important policy and program issues explored are:

I. goals
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

implementation
costs
funding
allocation process
labor
environment
political forces

The categories were selected by basic language in the legislation,

suggested by committee hearings and reports, and current discus-

sion of future concerns. They are rated by a scale of relevance

(high, moderate and low) to legislative debate.

In 1956, there was general consensus about the policy goals

and implementation. The military (defense) value of the pre-WWII

German Autobahn to the economy and later war effort was not

overlooked. Commercial growth required a more efficient interurban

and suburban road network as central city traffic congestion

worsened. 12 The generally accepted solution was to build a new

highway system, slowly complete the ABC system, and provide modest

maintenance and rehabilitation, 13 in order to direct funds to the

Interstate. Safety was an important but smaller concern.14

Interstate program costs, 15 funding, 16, and fund allocation, 17 were

18definitely of concern.
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The key issue was to be sure funding came from a special trust

fund. Some discussion considered the role ofthe private sector,

use of bonds, or tollways. 19 "Needs" and allocation formula were

intensely discussed, with vocal concern about "pork barrel"

possibilities. Rural areas were guarding their interests against

urban areas. Some states were afraid that key cities would not be

on the system; or, if on the official map, construction would be

scheduled late into the next decade. Becoming an economic

backwater was a legitimate fear.

Labor was an issue, in part for job creation reasons, but more

for the impact of federal labor law (Davis-Bacon Act), paying

prevailing union wages in an area for federal projects. 20 Lower

wage states (often rural) resisted application to the program,

fearing it would drive up labor costs on non-federal, local

projects.21

Reflecting the era, environmental matters were not considered.

Several fascinating political issues were evident. The most

important was demographically driven. A young, growing nation

needed transportation (new technology was not a factor at that

time). Widely shared was the belief that defense and domestic

programs can be advanced simultaneously. States’ rights arose on

seemingly minor issues, for example, who would pay the cost of

reimbursing utility line relocation? While both houses were

considering parallel bills, pork barrel charges were leveled at

both,22 as well fear of sequestering. 23 There was talk of a

presidential veto if the program were funded by the general
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treasury. 24 When it became clear a trust fund would be established

based on a gas tax, President Eisenhower supported the basic

legislative framework.

As noted in the preceding discussion of the legislative

context, much had changed by 1982. Transportation was still the

fundamental legislative policy goal. 25 But other goals, creating

jobs in a period of high inflation 26 and unemployment, 27 and

safety, came into play. Mobility and commerce were being affected

by infrastructure deterioration and safety (thus more funds were

allocated). 28 Policy implementation changed as well. Emphasis

shifted from building new systems to maintaining and rehabilitating

existing facilities, and completing the Interstate system. For the

first-time, urban transportation was eligible to receive federal

highway trust funds, thereby recognizing looming needs.

Costs and funding were big issues for existing programs.

Nothing new was initiated. Opposition came from the administration

and system users (mostly commercial freight for cost reasons).

Agreement upon needs was not so much in dispute, just how to pay

for it. 29 The government continued its policy to hold back trust

fund expenditures to help offset the deficit. In a recessionary

period, truckers were having enough difficulty surviving under

deregulation. Increased user fees (fuel taxes, oil taxes, licenses

at the state and local level too), it was feared, might cause many

to go out-of-business. Reliance on the private sector was not very

important, though directives were included to encourage the private

sector’s involvement in urban transportation.
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Of central import was labor. Construction industry unemploy-

ment at twenty percent necessitated the bill perhaps as much a job

creation program than as a surface transportation program.

Operating support for transit labor costs was continued.

Environment, for all practical purposes, continued to be a

non-issue.

Politically, the crux of the discussion shifted to competing

non-transportation priorities, source and matching of funds, and

threat of executive veto. Transportation technology was not a

significant concern. President Reagan believed the general expense

(impact on the deficit) and transit provisions (tapping the highway

trust fund) were objectionable.

In 1987, the same overall set of issues established in 1982

was prominent. In most cases, there was modest change in the

status of the issues. In some, relevance was even more acute.

For example, safety (infrastructure) heightened. A big issue was

the Interstate speed limit. After much debate, it was raised in

rural areas from 55 MPH to 65 MPH. 30 Interstate system completion

and rehabilitation were still high priorities.

Program cost 31 and funding issues continued too. Under

administration proposals, urban transportation stood to lose even

more if Congress did not restore funds. 32 Formula allocations were

of concern to rural areas and an amendment to restore equity was

proposed.33 Several tollway demonstration projects in California

were funded.34 Transit system new start funds were continued in

special cases (Los Angeles), at the same time that sequestering
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trust funds expanded. 35 Some in Congress believed the administra-

tion was breaking the law; while, others believed special projects

were excessive.36 More strongly put, the administration announced

there was too much "pork" in the bill and objected on substantial

technical elements.37

No labor issues were paramount this time. But, as noted

earlier, many congressmen and senators were concerned that the 1986

bill failed in conference. A construction season was lost to

winter in most states and there was real fear that construction

jobs would begin to disappear again.

Environmental issues were being discussed for the first time

though were not immediately visible in the legislation. Principal-

ly, energy and air quality were considered.

Political concerns were about the same as before and even more

acrimonious. Technology was becoming a minor factor. One

demonstration project was to explore the feasibility of electric

vehicles. Competing budgetary priorities, cost and the deficit,

source of funds and matching shares, accompanied by charges of pork

barrel legislation brought the bill into the media spotlight.

3. Presidential Veto of STURAA

"I haven’t seen so much lard since I handed out
blue ribbons at the Iowa State Fair.’’38

There was nothing subtle about the President’s intentions.

His OMB Director sent the administration’s views to the Senate in
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January 1987.

Public Intent

All along, rumblings about various points were heard. Things

went public and hit the news with the following statement,

declaring his intention to veto H.R. 2, March 20, 1987:39

As I said last evening at my press conference, our
administration will keep its commitment to the American
people. We will not raise taxes; we will hold down
spending; and we will adhere to the deficit reduction
goals imposed by the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings legislation.

And it is with this commitment in mind that I have
informed congressional leaders of my intention to veto
the highway and transit bill that is on its way to my
desk. Let me be very clear. I am in full support of
reasonable funding levels for these programs, similar to
the legislation passed by the Senate. But I am adamantly
opposed to the excessive spending that is in the bill as
it emerged from the conference committee.

I’ve said before and repeat today: Congress can’t have
it both ways. They cannot talk about cutting unnecessary
deficit spending and then vote in favor ofbills that
bust the budget. The American people clearly expect
their elected leaders to vote the same way they talk.
So, my vote will be to veto bills that spend unnecessary
billions on projects the American people cannot afford.

On March 24, the House and Senate Conferees sent a public

letter to "President Reagan urging him to sign the legislation."

It cited the fact that the bill had had been reviewed by seven

separate committees, met the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings spending

requirements, and the fear that another construction season (thus

more jobs and essential highways needs) would be lost. It closed

with the reminder that the vote for the bill in the House was 407-
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17 and in the Senate 79-17.40

When signing the message to return H.R.

approval, March 27, 1987, the President elaborated:41

2 without

If the American people need any further proof as
to who’s responsible for the deficit, all they have to
do is look at this $87 1/2 billion budget-busting highway
and transit bill passed by Congress last week. The bill’s

a textbook example of special interest, pork-barrel
politics at work, and I have no choice but to veto it.

I also want to reaffirm my strong support for allow-
ing the States the authority to return to the 65-mile-
an-hour speed limit. It’s long past due. But I’m not

going to sacrifice this country’s economic well-being,
and that’s the issue - jobs and economic growth. And
it’s time for me to start writing. And that is the veto
on top of the bill.

Helicopter Questions

Many in the White House Press Corps developed a firm convic-

tion that the President wanted to limit unplanned, extemporaneous

contacts with the media. As a result (the theory held), media

representatives were allowed to ask questions only when very brief

exchanges were possible. Accordingly, they were forced to yell

questions at any opportunity, no matter how inopportune or

irrelevant. Political cartoonists (Gary Treaudeau, "Doonesbury")

and humorists (Art Buchwald, Mark Russell, Johnny Carson) quickly

T!

picked up on such affairs and dubbed them, "Heliocopter Questions.

Whenever the President would be quickly embarking or disembarking,

he would take several questions barely audible over the "thumpa,

thumpa, thumpa" of the aircraft’s rotors. The folklore continues,
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only Sam Donaldson could scream loud enough!

One typical informal exchange with reporters prior to

departure for Philadelphia, PA, April I, 1987, was:42

Q-You must have won.
The Pres. What?

Q. You must have won. You look happy.
The Pres. Well, not yet. A procedural vote to
reconsider is on. There were enough votes to
sustain, but now we don’t know. And I don’t know
how long this process is going to take. He’s

(Howard H. Baker, Jr., Chief of Staff to the
President) probably a better judge of that than
I am.

Q. (Inaudible)-Senate vote on the override to 
a test of your political health?

The Pres. If it sounded good? Now, I don’t know
what may happen with this procedure that is going
on now, but, yes, I was very pleased. But it still
isn’t final.

Other similar exchanges took place before and after the veto.

Some the questions were almost impertinent and rude.43

On April 2, 1987, the Senate overrode the President by a vote

of 67 yeas and 33 nays. 44 In the House discussion, a telling

comment was made by an administration supporter. Congressman

Michel stated:45

Mr. Speaker, what a classic case this is of that
perennial perplexity we face over the national interest
versus the local interest. There is relevancy in both
and legitimacy in both in our deliberation over issues.

(Only congress represents local interests), that is why 
have made the very difficult decision for the first time
in the Reagan Presidency to vote against the President’s
recommendations on a major peice of legislation.
(The bill contains funding for a hazardous highway in my
district -- U. S. Route 121), My constituents have strong
feelings about that road...I am here to represent those
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feelings and try to help meet those needs.
The Washington Post is right, when it called this bill
"Pork on Wheels," but so was the Escondido, CA, Times
Advocate in Ron Packard’s district when it said,
"Build the roads, Jack."

Nevertheless, it was difficult for the President:46

I am deeply disappointed by today’s vote.
I knew in advance that the battle would be tough

and the odds were long. But we cannot retreat from our
commitment to a responsible budget.

My efforts to control spending are not diminshed,
and I remain firm in my pledge to the American taxpayers
to speak out against such budgetary excesses.

All of a sudden, surface transportation took on an

importance it would rather not have. Public attention was quite

focussed on all the issues but transportation needs.47 Even though

the President lost, legislators and transportation officials may

well now believe that future transportation issues will be decided

on forces outside the realm of transportation.

The Next Surface Transportation Legislation

A case has been clearly forming that surface transportation

needs help. Partially prompted by the STAA, "blue ribbon commis-

sion" studies, and trade group position papers predict dire straits

ahead. Framed with the knowledge that a separate process was begun

to deal with the post-Interstate era, the STURRA consciously aimed

at wrapping up successfully the original (as amended) 1956 concept,
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and to hold the other parts of the system together (including urban

mass transportation). Legislative authors 48 believe that the way

is now clear to organize an approach based on need and resources.

Congressman Anderson, Chair, House Committee on Public Works and

Transportation, said that "Transportation is essential to the

nation. The broad base of bipartisan support for the STURRA and

veto override indicated that recognition."

i. Surface Transportation Needs and Resources

Among many recent studies, 49 the most noteworthy is the

congressionally funded National Council on Public Works Improve-

ment.50 In a "Report Card on the Nation’s Public Works," the

Council grade transportation functions:

HIGHWAYS: grade= C+

Spending for system expansion has fallen short of
need in high-growth urban and suburban areas.
Many roadways and bridges are aging and require
major work. Needs of most rural and smaller systems
exceed available resources. Highway Trust Fund
has sizeable cash balance.

MASS TRANSIT: grade= C-

Mass transit is overcapitalized in many smaller
cities and inadequate in large, older cities.
Systems rarely are linked to land-use planning
and broader transportation goals. Maintenance
has been erratic and inadequate, especially in
older cities.

Our surface transportation, therefore, is generally considered

inadequate. In addition, between 1992 and 2020, it appears likely
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that the major public policy issues discussed in Table 4 will have

undergone a major "sea change" from 1956 to 1992. Emphasis of

national transportation legislation has evolved from basic

transport and defense rationales to other factors observed in

earlier discussion.

The nation has a mature surface transportation system which

serves a slowly growing, diverse (racially, culturally, economical-

ly) population. From many more decentralized urban origins and

destinations (in constrast to 1956), people will be making more

nonwork trips (seventy-five percent) than worktrips, 51 suggesting

that lifestyle is an important cause of congestion. 52 Many will

migrate to the South and West and live in decentralized urban areas

(including newly created "urban village"53). A large component 

the population will be past sixty-five years. Very likely, the

employment base will be more and more in the service sector.54

Conversely, transport labor will be pressured by work force

reductions, 55 productivity, and mechanization; 56 although no new

transport technologies appear likely in the near term.57 The

economy will continue to be caught in structural financial

difficulties, 58 subject to currency exchange fluctuations and

productivity59 problems. Energy crises will be caused by world and

domestic (American 60) politics more than an inadequate world

petroleum reserves. Growing in importance are environmental issues

such as air quality and ozone,61 or the "greenhouse effect’’62,

which may become prime determinants of the future of surface

transportation. Lastly, institutional improvements would be of
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considerable value, but may be quite unlikely.63

In 1992 projections of key macro-indicators, Table 4, suggest

a stable and steady-state general political/economic milieu. Al-

though official projections in an election year are neutral and

nonpartisan, there have been questions raised about the basis of

government outlooks. Often, fundamental assumptions depend upon

beneficial cost-cutting federal measures, not yet taken, by future

administrations. Depending upon the source, an optimistic or

conservative "spin" could be built into the assumptions.

Given the general factors discussed above and the specific

macro indicators in Table 4, it is a challenge to anticipate how

a political consensus will develop. Many observers believe that

the near-term CBO/OMB projections are optimistic. Even should they

be close to the mark, around what will a coalition develop? The

STURRA built on a "simple" public works consensus that highways

are desirable. A strong coalition existed to support highways,

which made it easier to consider legislation designed to finish the

Interstate, maintain and rehabilitate the ABC system, and modestly

aid urban transportation.

In the absence of the Interstate, more resources potentially

are available. Long deferred needs therefore are coming forward

on organizational "wish lists." Some fear the list of needs may

become open-ended, just when resources will be constrained.

Resource discussion in the transportation technical community

has taken the posture that a combination of sources is necessary:

spending down existing trust fund balances,64 higher existing taxes
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Table 4
Key Macro Indicators, 1992

Source: CBO1 OMB2

Indicator:

i. GNP (trillion)

2. Inflation

3. Unemployment

4. Three-month treasury bills

5. Ten-year govt. bonds

$6.263 $6.119

4.4% 2.8%

5.6% 5.2%

6.3% 4.1%

8.0% 5.2%

Legend: CBO = U.S. Congressional Budget Office
OMB = U.S. Office of Management and Budget

Endnotes

i. U.S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, The Economic and
Budget Outlook: An Update (Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of
Documents, August, 1988), Table 1-7, Medium-Term Economic Projec-
tions for Calendar Years 1990 Through 1994, p. 35.

2. U.S. Office of Management and Budget, Special Analyses, Budget
of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1989 (Washington,
D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, 1988), Table A-I. "Summary of
Economic Assumptions," p. A-3.
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and fees,65 new and innovative public 66 and private sources 67, and

shifting some transportation functions (thus expense) to the

private sector. 68 Others note that a lack of vision is increasing-

ly part of the problem. 69 It is testament to the finality of the

STURRA accomplishment on the Interstate that such questions may

even be raised now.

2. Strategies for 1992

A coalition of transportation interests has been formed under

the leadership of the American Association of State Highway and

Transportation Officials. 70 The fact-finding Advisory Committee

on Highway Policy has "more than i00 state and local government

groups, highway-user organizations, trade and industry associa-

tions, civic leaders and private citizens." A second group has

been organized to reviews plans and develop consensus proposals.

The Transportation Alternatives Group (TAG) has prestigious

members: National Governors’ Association, National Association of

Counties, National League of Cities, American Association of Satte

Highway and Transportation Officials, Highway Users Federation,

National Conference of State Legislatures, U.S. Conference of

Mayors, National Association of Regional Councils, American Public

Works Association, American Public Transit Association, American

Automobile Association, and American Trucking Association. The

2020 goal is to develop a consensus action plan, after determining
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needs, which will focus on the lOlst. Congress (1989-1990). It

envisions itself as a "nationwide townhall on vital issues."

The nation, except for the Interstate system concept, does not

have a long-range surface transportation program of similar

boldness and scale. Major congressionally mandated and Department

of Transportation studies have addressed the problem 71 but no

consensus developed as administrations changed. The current

administration has had little visible interest in studying distant

futures, while Congress has been enmeshed in fulfilling transporta-

tion needs at hand. With this history in part in mind, the 2020

Plan was intended to fill an important public/private void.

"Driven by concern over the absence of a long-range national

policy, it is bringing together for the first time public offi-

cials, private groups and citizens to assess future needs for

mobility and transportation.’’72

Is a dramatic program proposal really desirable? Are the

electorate and political system so immature that we must persuade

with the three most powerful words in the English language

(according to Madison Avenue’s advertising lexicon) -- "New and

Improved?" Cynics note that media "sound-bites" should not be any

longer than thirty to sixty seconds of broadcast time. Optimists,

including this writer, hope that complex matters will be understood

and sound solutions supported when presented properly. 73 Realisti-

cally, it is difficult to remain even a cautious optimist.

What, then, is available to those wishing to build coali-

tions74 in support of the genuine surface transportation needs for
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the nation? Several options have been discussed and are refor-

matted here for the sake of discussion.75

Option i: Status Quo

Most of the projections discussed above state the current

condition of the surface transportation. For example, the report

card scores were disturbing to many, but not unexpected. Gradually

at first, then faster, erosion of the entire system would continue.

Users would know the difference on a daily basis. However unless

there is a major catastrophe (bridge collapse or transit accident),

political forces probably will not take concerted action.

Given this scenario, the option offers little. Basically, it

would hold the system together with some incremental changes or

fine-tuning, mostly related to underfunded maintenance activities.

Yet, if the Interstate is finished and excess trust receipts

are not fully committed to other existing surface transportation

programs, political temptation will prevail. Such excess receipts

will be seen as "available" for other public policy goals.

Accordingly, the critical policy question would be: are the

funds "borrowed" with a short-term due date or an open-ended income

stream diversion?

The status quo option, in summary, is tantamount to shrinking

the current program and funding system. It would seem almost

impossible to hold even against the building forces.
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Option 2: Variations on Existing Themes

This option incorporates known quantities, with which policy

makers and key elements of the public are familiar. Nonetheless,

they are feasible and practical. Essential as they may be, they

lack political sizzle; consequently failing the "new and improved"

standard.

A. Federal Program Turn-Back

Initial attempts by the administration have been a two pronged

approach. On the one hand, federal program funding withdrawal

(urban transportation) was a disincentive at the very time local

governments were strapped for cash. On the other hand, federal

programs encouraged private sector participation at the local level

(urban transportation, toll roads, deregulation, etc.) by offering

incentives (cash, permission, demonstrations) to local governments.

With the long-term nature of federal budgetary pressures, this

option very likely will continue to be stressed by Republican (more

so) and Democratic (less so) administrations. Though at first

successful to a modest degree, it will have a growing, long-term

influence. Including the private sector has grown considerably

and appears well established at the local level.

B. Maintenance and Rehabilitation

Essentially, this approach is a blend of status quo plus

former Interstate funds dedicated almost totally to maintenance,
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rehabilitation, and restoration of the system. Urban mass

transportation programs would be treated similarly with current

projects being completed but no new starts. Current construction

commitments would be honored such as freeway extensions, arterials,

bridges, and rail systems.

To hold this package together would be very difficult.

Technically, it appears really necessary and desirable. Neverthe-

less, it too (as with status quo) would suffer from the syndrome

of "out-of-sight, out-of-mind." In other words, maintenance, etc.,

are not yet at the crisis point.

C. Existin$ System/Some New Starts

Selective new starts of major highway and urban transportation

systems might be inititated with great public fanfare. "Your

federal tax dollar at work" signs would be everywhere.

With this variation, some of the released from the Interstate

might be directed to existing system activities (modest amounts)

and to new highway and rail starts (major amounts).

Of the possibilities so far, this approach offers a more

potentially winning political strategy. Citizens (thus elected

officials) would see major construction activity and new services.

If done competently and without negative press (waste, delays, cost

overruns, graft and corruption, severe impacts), such support would

be widespread. It might even become the basis for proposing

totally new transportation concepts and taxes to support them.
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D. New Starts

Considering political factors, it would be possible to

decouple existing system needs from new starts. Present new starts

to the public separately as a justification for additional funds.

If the the public see more exactly where the money goes and

what it purchases, support probably would be forthcoming if the

economy were sound and other taxes at current levels. Thus one

benefit would be a visible positive linkage as with the preceding

variation.

Promotional literature for the tax increase would say:

"Your nine cents a gallon tax increase will buy new
freeways, bridges, and rail systems for each of the fifty
states (specifiy projects)." "And, your current roads
and rail systems will be improved and rebuilt at no
additional tax increase.

In effect, newtaxes would be dedicated to new major projects;

existing taxes to maintenance and rehabilitation. The question of

whether and how to renew the existing fuel tax framework in 1992

might well be finessed. Their extension would be automatically

assumed in public discussion as a given or "non-negotiable point."

Option 3: New Vision

The "V" word, vision, has become popular to suggest what

frequently seems lacking in public policy. Transportation likely

suffers from this perception too.
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Whatever the content of the "vision" might be, the packaging

should be considerably different. "New and improved" comes to mind

as a way to advance the next generation of surface transportation

programs. Contrary to the political "sizzle" of the defense

argument appended to the Interstate, national security probably

cannot so easily be applied in an era of ICBMs and nuclear

warheads.

Suitable for the Twenty-first Century, a break from the past

is necessary to build a large-scale public coalition outside the

transportation community. The New Vision should have simple

payoffs the public can understand and empirically verify. For

example, several opportunities come to mind:

I. mobility and the economy
2. environment and energy
3. leading-edge technology

It would be ideal if positive goals were the stimulus for the

New Vision, however some quite disturbing forces may do just as

well.

Urban gridlock and deteriorating transportation infrastructure

is one potential impetus. To mobility and the economy, faster

freight movement in urban areas may be one way to connect needs

with publicly comprehensible goals. Available technology could be
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brought into play and applied to pipelines, specially restricted

freeways for urban freight, or more integrated use of existing

rail/highway/utility corridors. On the passenger side, recent

advances in electric propulsion, automatic vehicle navigation

systems, and vehicle safety promise large gains in efficiency of

existing systems. Obviously, these ideas are not glamorous but

offer visible payoffs.

Warming of the atmosphere, general air pollution, and ozone

holes in the atmosphere could be the deus ex mechana for

industrialized nations to begin fundamental changes. International

agreements could require improvements on all fronts, especially

surface transportation. In terms of domestic environmental and

energy concerns, transportation changes offer great promise. Many

of which the public would likely support. Design and install

systems that will dramatically save energy, reduce air and noise

pollution, and not devastate existing urban areas when constructed.

Again, new technology holds some potential here. In practical

terms though, nothing is in the near future.

Antiquated transportation technology may become another

negative impetus for change. Whether passengers or freight,

mobility may no longer be adequate for the perceived needs in the

Year 2000 or later. Therefore, a leading edge technology is

sought. Create a national program to encourage and support

development of new solutions to the entire range of surface

transportation problems. Provide seed money and sustained support

for development and demonstration. Identify the most favorable
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possibilities and stimulate the marketplace to go ahead. Consider

the Japanese model for harnessing and focussing national energies.

After highly visible experiments and demonstrations, public

approval and user support would in effect decide "winners." Just

for the sake of discussion, assume a new technology such as "mag-

lev" (magnetic levitation guideway vehicle propulsion). If it were

the way to go for freight and passengers sharing the current

Interstate system right-of-way (and somehow for urban transporta-

tion), then a simple package concept would be grasped and supported

by the public. It would be more than fitting for a vision of the

Twenty-First Century. Obviously, at this stage we do not know

whether it is feasible and desirable on a grand scale. Without

doubt, that or a similar new technology could be the surface

transportation system equivalent of STAR WARS, a Mission to Mars,

a base on the Moon, a low-orbital space plane/shuttle from New York

City to Tokyo, or curing AIDS. As "Buck Rogerish" as these futures

might be, leading edge technology may be one policy and program-

matic solution.

A Credible Scenario?

If surface transportation were fully linked with non-transpor-

tation priorities, our legislative dilemma might in large measure

be remedied. Increasing transportation needs and shrinking

resources seem to be generally acknowledged as legitimate. It may

be that the most practical approach to building coalitions is a
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multiple public goal consensus.

Earlier, the thesis was stated that given present trends and

more pressing public policy challenges, surface transportation

would be very fortunate indeed to retain its current funding

independence and levels.

If that theme seems realistic, then it would be prudent to

take several steps prior to 1992:

Programs

i. continue 2020-type studies, full public
discussion and agenda building activities;

2. demonstrate "credible" current highway and
urban transportation needs for system maintenance,
rehabilitation and restoration are in excess
of all the projected trust fund receipts through
2020;

3. identify "credible," necessary new large program
starts for existing highway and urban transporta-
tion systems;

4. establish powerful public-private institutional
arrangements which:

* target leading edge technologies
holding great promise for improving
mobility, helping the economy, cleaning
the environment and saving energy;

* support research, development and demon-
strations of the technologies;
*announce nationwide plan and map for in-
stalling the new technologies (similar
to visual political impact of Interstate map);

*develop funding and implementation program
with money, policies and projects "earmarked"
to specific transportation related benefits
(mobility, economy, environment, energy);
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5. build coalition with other interests (economy,
environment, energy) to support full program and need
for additional public and private funds;

Funds

i. commit existing trust fund revenue stream fully to
maintenance, rehabilitation, and restoration of the
1992 surface transportation system;

2. propose new sources of public and private funds to
tl

underwrite New Vision with a firm resource asset
allocation mix" (for example):

¯ new freeways and urban transportation
facilities: 30%

~new transportation technology systems and
facilities: 30%

¯ transportation environmental improve-
ment programs: 20%

~transportation energy saving programs: 20%

3. promise that the entire package will be self-
supporting and will not add to the national deficit.

New funds might be generated by a surcharge on imported

petroleum, or a doubling of current fuel excise taxes and fees.

In general, the above approach goes against the grain of

conventional political wisdom. It is a dangerous, high risk

strategy. From the current surface transportation perspective, it

should be employed only as a last resort as a means to protect and

increase the transportation funding base, while sharing some of the

increased funds.

Once such a precedent is established, all sorts of trust fund

havoc are possible. Make no mistake about it. This would be

anathema to the transportation community. Inexorably though, macro

forces seem to be pushing this way.
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Conclusion

Generally, surface transportation bills are complex, quite

technical and beyond the ken and interest of many. In large

measure, the STURAA has set a deceptively simple stage for

difficult future decisions. Concurrently, the field is rising to

the highest levels of domestic policy debate, primarily for non-

transportation reasons. More and more, major domestic legislation

will not be judged by need, but by its impact on external forces

and conditions.

In essence, transportation needs and programs may have little

to do with our future national transportation system, if current

directions continue. As with other domestic priorities, whether

"people" or "things" oriented, surface transportation has now

entered the most visible arena of public policy debate. The nation

no longer appears wealthy enough to have "it all." Consequently,

surface transportation must now fully compete with other domestic

priorities for scarce resources. Even with special trust fund

revenues, there is not enough.

The next legislative debate may cause an even stronger public

dispute and scramble for a claim on tax dollars. But when that

occurs, the competition may well be non-transportation special

interests. The explicit message would be: "Transportation has had

enough, it is our turn." Without a broad-based coalition as "2020"

is attempting to develop, surface transportation interests will be

lucky to preserve what they have.
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staggeringly high rate when compared with all other automobile
products and supplies. Why should the tax on gasoline

constantly go up and up - to 40 and 45 perrcent of the retail
price, while all other automotive excises - which are not dupli-
cated at State level -must be held so sacredly to a conservative
level of I0 percent or less.

Ibid., April 26, 1956, p. H-7115.

17. Congressman Dingell described the situation aptly: "As we
know, this bill is primarily a bill for construction of new
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Ibid., April 26, 1956, p. H-7136.
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expenditure of gargantuan sums of money. But pay-as-you-go is
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Ibid., April 26, 1956, p. H-7110.
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these additional billions of dollars. It would add to the
national debt and to the inflation and to the eventual
collapse of the economy of this country, if that reckless
spending and irresponsible financial theory is followed."

Ibid., April 26, 1956, p. H7110.

Senator Carlson was in favor of tollroads:

The presently proposed Federal highway legislation
fails to take advantage of construction of roads by means
of private capital through toll revenues. The effect will
be to curtail toll-road constuction almost to the
vanishing point on the Interstate System.

The failure to accept the principle of toll roads means
the abandonment of $i0 billion or more of private capital
on from I0,000 to 12,000 of interstate roads, which could
be built by means of temporary tolls by the State in
combination with a nominal amount of Federal aid from the
State’s interstate allocation.

The bill should..."Preserve States rights by allowing
each State to choose its own method of financing and
determine its own highway priorities ....

Ibid., May 28, 1956, p. S-9113.
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20. Congressman Barden was against extension of Davis-Bacon
prevailing federal labor wages to the state share of project funds:
"This further invasion of the control of States should be viewed
with caution. When you control State’s money you are coming pretty
close to control of the States themselves. In my opinion, it is
asking right much of the governor of any State to so abdicate his
position and authority that he will say: ’Here is the money, I will
not have anything to do with its expenditure.

Ibid., April 26, 1956, p. H-7111.

21. Congressman Alger strongly objected to comments in the hearing
record:

Texas has "inhuman working conditions existing today
similar to the twenties...for our construction works on
highways; that there are ten caravants, predatory
contractors...

...the very worst labor laws that exist in this entire
country, which would actually drive us back to slavery,
exist in Texas today.***As a matter of fact, we have a
marvelous State highway department, and we have no slavery
conditions.

Ibid., April 26, 1956, p. H-7139.

22. Senator Capehart said: "Inasmuch as under the Gore proposal,
many of the States will get far more than they can possibly use...
Talk about a pork-barrel bill; we would have it in the so-called
Gore amendment.

Ibid., May 28, 1956, p. S-9088.

23. Senator Bush stated:

Mr. President, the Gore bill is monstrously unfair
because it would waste at least $3,500,000,000 of the
American taxpayers’ money by freezing it in a highway
trust fund where it could never be used. It is
monstrously unfair to the American taxpayer because it
could permit windfalls to certain States which could
total approximately $1,325,000,000. This could result
from provisions permitting transfer of up to 20 percent
of interstate funds-for which the new taxes are being
imposted-to other highway systems.

The Senate need not swallow this bitter dose of medicine
for the American people which is contained in the Gore
bill.
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24. The Clay Commission report (Gen. Lucius D. Clay), appointed
by President Eisenhower, September 1954 (Advisory Committee on 
National Highway Program) set forth most of the guidelines for the
bill in its January 1955 report.

Congressman Mack said it proposed using bonds for funding the
new system financed over thirty years,

by earmarking all present and future revenues from the
present 2-cents-a-gallon Federal gasoline tax for use
in bond retirement. Thus, under the Eisenhower bond
proposal, the highway program would be carried out without
any increase in present Federal highway user taxes.

Cabinet members indicated to our committee that the
President would veto any highway bill that did not carry
with it a plan for financing the roads program proposed.
The President preferred bonds over new taxes.

These are new Democratic taxes. Republicans who want
roads must vote for them against their wishes.

Ibid., April 26, 1956, pp. H-7126 to 7127.

25. The Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982
charts a new course for Federal policy governing highways
and mass transit, greatly increasing emphasis on
preservation, redevelopment, and selective expansion
of the existing transportation infrastructurew that
remains critical to the economic well-being of the
nation. The measure reported to the House by the
Committee represents a response to demonstrated needs
in terms of deterioration of physical facilities and
capacity overwhelmed by demand, documented in more
than a dozen hearings during the 97th Congress which
elicited extensive testimony from a diverse array of
witnesses. At the same time, the bill provides increased
flexibility enabling Stte and local officials to devise
their transportation programs in response to their
unique needs. And it reflects the Committee’s continuing
effort to make the surface transportation programs under
its jurisdiction more stable, predictable, and less
encumbered by red tape and inflexible requirements.

U.S. House of Representatives, Surface Transportation
Assistance Act of 1982~ Report of the Committee on Public Works and
Transportation (Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents,May
17, 1982, H.R. 6211), pp. 1-2.
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26. The Consumer Price Index for all items on a national calendear
year average peaked in 1980 at 13.5 percent and dropped to 3.2
percent in 1983. The reporting lag and averaging flattened out the
regional, sectoral and special group highs.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United
States, 1985 (Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents,
December, 1984, 105th ed.), Table 790, p.475.

In the Southern California area, for example, the CPI three
month moving average for all urban consumers peaked at 18 percent
in 1980 and bottomed at less than 1 percent in 1983.

Security Pacific National Bank, Southern California Monthly
Summary of Business Conditions (Los Angeles: Security Pacific Bank,
September, 1985), p. 4.

27. Senator Dole objected to the dual purpose of the bill:

If we have learned anything in the past 20 years,
it is that make work public sector jobs projects are
not the answer to the unemployment problem. There is
no reason to expect that this proposal would work and
better than its predecessors.

The proponents claim that, in addition to the highway
and bridge program jobs, their package would provide
employment to an extra 330,000. Even if these claims
were true, the unemployment rate would be lowered by only
three-tenths of 1 percent. In order to to lower
unemployment to an acceptable level by this method would
require a truly massive public works program, exceeding
even those of the New Deal.

U.S. Congress, Congressional Record, 97th. Cong.~ Second Ses.
(Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, December 14, 1982),
p. S-14683.

28. There were other objections to how the money was to be
allocated. Senator Proxmire raised several issues:

None of the money proposed would go to fill potholes,
incidentally, or do the usual kind of repair. That has
been and presumably would continue to be left to local,
county, and state governments.

Does this mean that if we go ahead with this bill the

highways will be in worse shape than they are in now?
Well, it depends in part on what highways we are
talking about. City streets? They will be in worse
shape. County highways? Worse shape. State highways?
Worse shape. The interstate highways? Better shape.

So what is the hurry? What do we really accomplish?
Where is the documentation to show that the Interstate
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Highway System is in worse shape than the rest of our
highways?

Ibid., December 13, 1982, pp. S-14421 to 14422.

29. Congressman Levitas summed up central concerns:

Mr. Chairman, there is an expression that says,
"clothes make the man" or I guess these days we
say, "clothes makes the person." The relevance
that the little expression has to do with this
legislation today is, I think worth noting. On
several occasions during the last 4 to 5 years,
during the administration of the last two presidents,
efforts were made to pass legislation very similar
to that which we are considering today. Those efforts
were not only unsuccessful but were overwhelmingly
defeated. The Members of this body rejected a
gasoline tax, the Members of this body rejected a
highway improvement bill.

But we have now dressed the "person" in some
different clothes. It is no longer a gasoline
tax; it is a user fee. It is no longer a highway
bill, it is an infrastructure improvement program.
And no longer is it simply to build highways with
a user fee; it is a jobs bill.
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